
hold me close pillow free

more projects, tips & techniques at Joann.com®
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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:

Size: 12”x16”

1. Use 1/4” seam allowance unless otherwise indicated. Enlarge the pattern pieces to 400%. The pattern pieces 
are located at the end of the directions.

2. Cut one 9-1/2”x17” pillow back piece from each of orange/navy plaid and orange leaf.

3. Lay the enlarged pattern pieces right side up on the right side of the fabrics and pin them in place. Use the chart 
in the Supplies and Tools section above for fabric placement or cut the pieces from the fabrics as desired. Cut one 
of each piece.

4. Place a compass pin on the center rectangle with the point pointing north. This will help keep track of the sides 
while piecing; work can always be turned so the pin faces north again.

5. With right sides together, stitch the A-Right to the right edge of the center rectangle. Stitch the A-Left pieces to the 
left edge of the center rectangle. Press the seam allowances away from the center toward the A pieces.

Skill Level 3: Experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: Varies

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
©2013 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. 

Courtesy of Fabric Traditions

•	 DS Quilts Collection by Fabric Traditions
•	 3/8 yd. Orange/Yellow Plaid
•	 3/8 yd. Orange Leaf
•	 1/8 yd. of each DS fabric shown in the chart below.
•	 1/8 yd. or scraps solid lime green, blue and gray fabric
•	 13”x17” piece muslin or other light colored fabric to line patchwork
•	 12”x16” pillow insert
•	 Thread to match fabrics
•	 Basic sewing supplies
•	 Sewing machine
•	 Iron & pressing surface

Sew with Jo-Ann



6. With right sides together, stitch the A-Top to the upper edge of the center rectangle. Stitch the A-Bottom pieces to 
the lower edge of the center rectangle. Press the seam allowances away from the center toward the A pieces.

7. Sew the second frame of fabrics: Repeat steps 5 and 6 using the B pieces.

8. Sew the third frame to the sides and the upper edges using the C pieces.

9. Sew the fourth frame to the sides, upper and lower edges using the D pieces.

10. Trim the edges of the patchwork rectangle to 13”x17”. With wrong sides together, pin the patchwork rectangle 
to the lining. Baste them together 3/8” from the edge to complete the pillow front.

11. Turn under 1/2” twice on one long edge of each back rectangle to make a double-hem. Stitch along the inner 
edge of the hem.

12. Place the pillow front right side up, with the small orange floral border at the top. Lay the orange leaf back wrong 
side up along the upper edge of the front matching the raw edges. Then lay the orange/navy plaid back wrong 
side up along the lower edge of the front matching the raw edges. Pin the layers together.



13. Stitch the backs to the front using 1/2” seam allowance. Zig-zag finish the raw edge of the seam allowance. 
Turn pillow right side out. Use a point turner to push out the corners. Press flat and place pillow insert in the pil-
low cover.


